ECB 92-21  CHANGES OF ECB 90-9

1. WHEREAS: A legislative quota placed upon the senate will
2. encourage unnecessary legislation and cannot be enforced; and
3. WHEREAS: A senatorial retreat is not necessary;
4. BE IT THEREFORE ENACTED THAT, Lines 23-24 and 25-27 of
5. ECB 90-9 be removed.
6. 1. Lines in Question:
7. (21.) The duties of the senate president are as follows:
8. (22.) 1. Shall call and chair senate meetings.
9. (23.) 2. Will be held responsible to set quarterly goals in
10. (24.) initiating a quota of legislation.
11. (25.) 3. Shall be responsible for the organization and
12. (26.) implementation of a senators retreat during the first
13. part of
14. (27.) the new school year.
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Favorable recommendation 4-0
Pros: Quota not necessary or enforced
retreat not necessary